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Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards. [Voi.6, no.i. the slightly lower temperature 6^at which the waste gas escapes from the regenerator; (c) to cool a fraction x of the gas from this exhaust temperature 6^to the normal boiling point 0^and there condense it into liquid, the cooling and condensation taking place at atmospheric pressure.
The thermal leakage depends on the particular Expansion. -Suppose the machine to have been working so long that a steady state has been established. Let the resistance offered to the nonliquefied gas in escaping through the regenerator be so small that the pressure on the low pressure side of the valve is sensibly the same as the outside atmospheric pressure. Let the kinetic energy of the eddy currents formed at the valve be all dissipated into heat inside the liquefier-if the valve is replaced by a fine-grained porous plug, this kinetic energy is small and is dissipated within a short distance of the plug.
In Figure i , let^, at {p^6^, represent on the p, v plane the initial state of one gram of gas as it enters the regenerator coil.
Let B, at {p^0^), represent the state of the same gas just after it has issued from the expansion valve, the kinetic energy of eddy currents being assumed to be already dissipated. This assumption simplifies the reasoning, but is not essential. The eddy currents may be dissipated anywhere before the waste gas escapes at the exhaust without affecting the final result, except in so far Gi= Ue,av^-V)dp (6^0,) ( By comparing this with (5) and (9) we have \{e,av,-v)dp-ICpdO-Ĥ =^( 11) L+ \Cpd6
The specific heat of air at one atmosphere is very nearly constant to at least as low as -170°C. If therefore we set Cp = constant, we have as a sufficient approximation for purposes of computation [(6,av, -v) dp-Cp(e, -e,)-H (.12) L+C, (0,-0,) In these equations, the denominator is the "total heat" of one gram of the substance from Uquid at its normal boiling ((93-81.5) which gives us the denominator of equation (13) We may illustrate the use of equation (13) (b) where r], the entropy, is determined solely by the instantaneous state of the system and not by its past history, and where 6 is the temperature on Kelvin's absolute thermodynamic scale. Since in a reversible expansion the work done on the fluid is -phv, equations (a) and (b) 
